
Run by Ann Patchett- our November choic    2008 
 

I chose Run to coincide with the American presidential election this month.  It’s a 

novel featuring a family with a politically ambitious father – with two adopted black 

sons. One of whom eventually goes into politics. On the surface there are parallels 

with Obama.. But as Ann Patchett took six years to write this novel, she wouldn’t 

even have known that he would be chosen as the Democrats’ candidate. Indeed, 

Hilary Clinton seemed the likely choice at the time of publication. The only reference 

to Obama is a notice pinned in a Harvard student’s room” Obama 2012. ”that was 

probably added during the final edit.  

 

Our responses to Run have been as varied as usual; ranging from loving the book to 

finding it boring and unrealistic. .Most of us enjoyed it as a good read but had some 

reservations. Common criticisms were that it seemed too constructed, that the 

characters were not developed enough and that the style of the opening was 

misleading. One group found  the style too sentimental for their taste. 

 

Run focuses on the secrets that link an Irish Catholic family of three sons headed by 

Bernard Doyle, Boston's former mayor, with an African-American mother and 

daughter who live in Cathedral, a drab social housing project nearby. Run’s biggest 

fan was our ex- Liverpudlian who grew up in an Irish Catholic family. She said that it 

was the best book she had read so far in the groups. She related to the family and 

especially to Sullivan having to escape. 

 

The story unfolds in Boston during a  violent snowstorm. The weather clearly played  

a vital part in the story.. Much of the action  happens due to the extreme weather 

conditions. We have had a little snow this month in Berlin but so far without dramatic 

effect. 

 

We liked the idyllic picture of Boston that Ann Patchett created. Boston sounded so 

beautiful that most of us would like to go there sometime. But our American group 

member emphasised that Boston  has a reputation for being racially divided and  that 

very real American extremes of wealth and poverty are to be found there; making 

Boston the perfect setting for contrasting the privileged life of the Doyles with the life 

of a black single parent. Very poor neighbourhoods are situated right next to very 

privileged ones. And keep themselves apart. 

 

Here are the thoughts of  the young black girl Kenya whilst staying at the Doyles’ 

house.- this was one of our favourite passages (many of us highlighted this) 

 

She wondered if there wasn’t some way  that the light was divided and somehow,  

more of it wound up in better neighbourhoods. 

 

How had the Doyles managed to take all of the light and none of the noise? 

 

Privilege can guarantee quality of life- living in a light, airy space always costs more 

than a dark, damp basement. Having enough money to pay for an education is 

essential too. To earn a living, Tennessee Moser cares for the elderly. Tennessee had 

to give up her law studies when she had to raise her first child alone. Her decision to 

give up both of her sons is based on her poverty and wanting the best for both of them.  



 

Tennessee and her daughter, Kenya, live very close to the Doyles. But in a cramped, 

dark flat. The Doyles live in a spacious Victorian mansion.  Tennessee cannot resist 

watching over her sons’ progress and the Doyles and Mosers’ paths often cross- but 

Tennessee and Kenya remain invisible to the Doyles until a chance meeting, after a 

speech by Jesse Jackson, radically alters the lives of both families. 

 

The Doyles attend the lecture because Bernard Doyle is a lawyer so obsessed with 

politics that he has repeatedly dragged his sons to political gatherings and compelled 

them to memorise speeches by Ronald Reagan,. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and the 

socialist Eugene Debs. We discussed Doyle’s ambitions for his sons- noting how 

often fathers are obsessed with wanting their children to follow in their footsteps.  

 

Doyle admits that Bernadette, the boys’ mother, loved their children the same at every 

stage. Doyle can only relate to them by influencing each point of their development. 

His natural born son Sullivan disappoints him and he turns all of his attention to his 

adopted sons, Tip and Teddy. Later he focuses on Kenya, when he still feels he can 

have an influence on her. Bernadette, we are shown, would have loved them whatever 

they had done. Patchett is emphasising  that maternal love is unconditional. A father’s 

love has to be earned. We agreed that this is very often the nature of fatherhood- in 

our own experience. But, of course, there are exceptions to the rule. 

 

The novel opens with a beautifully crafted scene. Two weeks after his wife, 

Bernadette, dies of cancer, her two sisters call on their grieving brother-in-law and ask 

him to give them a stunning wooden statue of the Virgin Mary which has been in their 

family for four generations. Doyle refuses, pointing out that his adopted  black sons, 

Tip and Teddy (named for famed Boston politicos), pray to the statue every night. 

They think that it contains the spirit of their mother because she resembled the carved 

figure. 

 

We all loved the rich and colourful Irish story of how the statue came into the family. 

But we felt that the tone of the novel was set in this opening chapter and then was lost 

and moved into a different, not as engaging, gear. We suspected that Patchett had 

written this chapter and left it on one side for a while and then couldn’t quite regain 

the momentum of her earlier writing. We  also expected the statue to figure more 

prominently and felt slightly frustrated that it is deliberately woven into the end of the 

novel again. One or two of us felt that the presence of the statue lingered on – others 

had forgotten all about it. 

 

 To be fair, the novel is carefully structured and, without being ponderous, examines 

the roles that race, family and the search for identity play in our lives. That's a lot for 

any writer to tackle successfully. 

 

The theme of loss runs deep in this story. Sullivan is Doyle's biological and eldest son, 

capable of charming anyone. But he is also a prodigal child whose irresponsible 

actions hastened the end of his father's political career. When Tennessee. Moser 

pushes Tip Doyle out of the path of an oncoming car, subsequent events test every 

character's patience and potential to make enormous sacrifices to protect the people 

they love. 

 



"Run" is told from the parental viewpoints of the demanding Doyle and the vigilant 

Tennessee Moser.. For both of these parents, love equals sacrifice, a noble ideal. 

Tennessee’s motives seem more selfless than Doyle’s. Doyle comes across as a 

“champagne socialist”- a man with principles of social responsibility  but who doesn’t 

always live up to his ideals. eg He is reluctant to help Tennessee with health insurance 

even though she has just saved his son’s life. 

 

Run is woven with overt and subtle references to Catholic teaching about faith, 

penance, healing, sins of omission and commission, intentions and redemption. But 

the Catholic themes do not dominate. 

 

The characters' interior monologues are well drawn.. Particularly striking are Kenya's 

thoughts after her mother’s operation when her mother seems to have recovered... 

 

She cried from happiness, a concept that had previously never made any sense to her 

at all, So strong was her love at that moment she felt her heart knocking wildly 

against her chest as if the heart itself was leaping forward to the woman in the bed. 

. 

The reflections of Father John Sullivan, an ailing priest and uncle to the Doyle boys, 

are especially poignant. Father John’s doubts about his faith are very moving. Teddy 

is very close to him as he loves to listen to stories about Bernadette. But the other 

members of the family don’t find the time to visit Father John in the old people’s 

home. We reflected how often it is the women in a family who visit elderly relatives 

and prompt their men folk to go too. The Doyle family is totally masculine - until 

Kenya comes on the scene. 

 

The novel loses some pace in Chapters 8 and 9, with the former so contrived it's rather 

annoying. While coming round from her operation, Tennessee Moser is visited by the 

ghost of an old friend. At times, their conversation is hard to follow and confusing. If 

a flashback was necessary to fill in the details of Ms. Moser's earlier life and 

motivations, a simple dream would have sufficed. Most of us felt the  apparent 

attempt at magical realism failed. The appearance of a dead character to inform the 

reader seemed far- fetched. But I must point out that one or two of us loved this 

chapter.  

 

In Chapter 9, the injured Tip, hobbling on crutches and short on sense, insists on 

travelling through the snow-covered city to his office at Harvard. Here Tip explains 

gentrification to Kenya by saying,  

 

"While they're fixing the windows and picking up the trash and planting the flowers, 

they get rid of the poor people, too." 

 

The events that follow are melodramatic and, given what's already happened, seem 

anticlimactic. Why yet another accident? There are three in all- two in just twenty 

four hours. Patchett also uses the technique of contrasting characters and incidents by 

doubling names and the death of two mothers. 

 

Most of the characters are endearing. Our favourite is definitely Sullivan- because he 

is a mixture of good and bad and has experienced more of the world than his sheltered 

brothers. But some of them -- Teddy Doyle, for example -- seem too sweet or too 



good.  Kenya can be perceived as too responsible and intelligent for her age. We 

differed on our views about Kenya.  Thankfully some eleven year olds can be 

intelligent and responsible- especially if they have had to grow up quickly. We felt 

that Kenya had been treated as an adult from a young age. which is often the reality in 

a single parent family. 

 

Tip is the talented son –the  rational scientist- passionate about dead fish- to the 

exclusion of everything else .He seems rather a cold fish himself. But we enjoyed the 

icthyology lessons! We were amused by Tip’s habit of labelling everyone he meets as 

a type of fish. It is, however, the reserved Tip's quoting of Thoreau to Kenya, thirsty 

for knowledge, which provides one of the most poignant moments of the book, 

 

The finest qualities of our nature , like the bloom on fruits, can be preserved only by 

the most delicate handling. Yet we do not treat ourselves nor one another thus 

tenderly 

 

Run, like her prize-winning earlier novel Bel Canto, offers a short epilogue at the end, 

which tries to tie up the loose threads of the story. But these pat endings lack the 

credibility that is so much evident earlier in the books. The conclusions seem rushed, 

as if a hundred pages of story were squeezed into a few paragraphs. But Run ends 

happily and that pleased many of us. Love triumphs- which is heart-warming. 

 

Patchett admits that she is inspired by Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain. “In my 

novels," Patchett writes, "I like to bring together a group of disparate characters, 

throw them into an unexpected situation, and explore the consequences." Such was 

the feat of Bel Canto. But while Run offers a terrific premise and a vivid backdrop, 

Patchett's political correctness saps the blood from any authentic investigation of 

racism, adoption, poverty . .Everyone, connected by birth or chance, is honourable, 

eloquent, compassionate and exceptional. Patchett's often dazzling insights cannot lift 

it into second gear. It didn’t quite work for most of us.  

 

Patchett wrote Run when it seemed impossible for a black candidate to be elected 

president of the United States. One senses that Patchett was challenging this situation.. 

The American dream has been fulfilled for Obama.- the same dream that Patchett 

created for Doyle’s son.  

 

Run is overall a warm, generous study in humility and responsibility. It is not a 

perfect novel –it shows how difficult it is to write convincingly about goodness and 

characters with a social conscience. But we felt that Patchett should be commended 

for trying, even if she does not quite succeed . 

 

  

 

 

  

 


